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Sure to add more depth to mens Pole Vault teenager Paris Pijuan.[/caption] 

Two Athletes will represent the Philippines at the Asian Juniors in Taipei this June 

16. 

 

Firstly Fil-American Pole Vaulter Paris Pijuan, who is 18 years old who has self  

funded his own training in Japan and his trip to the prestigious Asian Juniors in  

Taipei. 

 

The 5'11 Pijuan is a student of the California State University Fuller. Pijuan will  

fill in for National Record Holder Ernest John Obiena who was unable to make the  

trip as he is undergoing intensive training in Italy to try and make the  IAAF  

qualification standard for the World Juniors (he has until July 7 to register 5.05m,  

his best is 5.00m). 
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Pijuan who acquired his passport a few months ago will be making his debut for  

the Philippines. He needs to leap 5.00m to qualify for the SEA Games and join EJ  

Obiena in Singapore next year. 

 

Also attending the Asian Juniors will be Emily 'Siobe' Obiena, 16 (sister of EJ)  

who recently broke the Filipino Junior Record with a 3.20m leap at the National  

Games and it will be her third time to represent the Philippines overseas. 

 

Based on the results of the last Asian Juniors Pijuan 4.90m is good for a silver well  

in front of the bronze of 4.20m. While Emily has tied for the bronze at 3.20m. 

 

The Philippines has never won a medal at the Asian Junior Championships in the  

event History with Marestella Torres closed fourth in the Long Jump back in 2000  

being the closest they ever got. 

  
Emily Jean Obiena, 16, stands beside the results display after breaking the junior  

 

record for pole vault with her 3.20 meter effort at the Philsports oval Tuesday, May  

http://pinoyathletics.info/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Emily-obiena-record.jpg


20 during the 2014 Philippine National Games 
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ASIAN JUNIORS 

This meet will be held in Taipei June 12-16 

Only Fil-Heritage Vaulter Paris Pijuan will be participating. Below is a list of all  

the athletes who met the criteria and were they would have placed. Note all the  

below have Filipino Passports. 
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